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BEWARE: LANDSCAPING
I..) ·III'il=Nl~I ~
ATTACI\S ~~I
v

by Dan Ulman
Associate Editor

The following story is fictional:
The eighteen-year old freshman
screamed as the doctors sliced the
•
bandages off his newly-scarred face.
· Contusions and welts adorned his visage. He looked like he had just
walked oif of a Hammer horror film
set of the 60's.
The unidentified Nova student
face does not tell the tale of a mugging, or brutal assault. His eyes are
wrought with fear, and his story is one
of astounding evil.
•
"LI was walking on campus like
I usually do on Thursday nights. I
.
can unwind better this way. As I
,
walked around the lake behind the
. Law Center, I heard a noise in the
• - - - - - - - - . - - - - - • dark. Foolishly, I went to investigate.
Then,Isawit." The student squeezed
his eyes shut as h~ w~s transfi~ed
.
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~ttttts to tbt Qe'~itot ·
Editor:

tries is not uniquely distinct from child, arid the figure of 40% was
other diseases that have long been given for the odds of this happening
The "AIDS educators" featured rampant in many of these countries in an infected mother. This figure is
in your program were amusing, but (eg, cholera, malaria and tuberculo- at the high end of the range that is
Editor in Chief
- usually reported (between 15% and
it was too bad they presented misin- sis).
·
Na than Burgess
formation
and
wrong
information,
in
Second,
even
if
the
estimates
are
40%). In the study to determine if
Associate Editor
addition
to
omitting
several
key
accurate
(that
is,
there
are
millions
AZT
decreased the transmission
Daniel Ulman
pieces of information.
of infections allegedly transmitted from mother to child, the mothers
Campus Life Editor
The
misinformation
had
to
do
sexually),
does this necessarily trans- who DID NOT receive AZT transChristina Gay
of
AIDS
late
to
something
that people in more mitted HIV only 25% of the time
with
the
continual
reporting
Sports Editor
cases as cumulative cases, which . developed countries should worry (while those receiving the drug only
Kristen Phass
Layout Editor
now amount to over 500,000 in the about? People in third world coun- transmitted 8% of the time). StudChristie MacDonald
USA since 1981 or so when the con- tries have many health problems, due ies showing higher rates of transmisAssistant Layout Editor
dition was first recognized. This largely to their living conditions (that sion are often from third world counNicholas Moore
cumulative number allowed the those in wealthier countries do not tries, where other factors, once again,
Photographer
comparison to be made to deaths need to be personally concerned may be more important.
Victor Garcia
from several wars the USA has been about). Third, despite the estimates
Finally, we were led to believe
...,
Greek Life Editor
involved in. No other medical con- that say that HIV is spread predomi- that Joel got his HIV+ status by hav~
Andrea Solheim
ditions are reported as cumulative . nantly heterosexually in third world ing unprotected (heterosexual?) sex
Entertainment Editor
·
cases.
This method of reporting also .countries, there is really no evidence while he was drunk. If indeed he was
Kelvin Vidale
creates the illusion that the epidemic that this is the case in_the USA ( see infected from a woman, he would
Office Assistant
is worsening, since the cumulative . the CDC's HIV Surveillance report). represent a group ofAIDS cases (hetKarina Hermelijn
numbers will always increase.
This suggests that the estimate of erosexual female to male transmisDistribution Manager
In fact, the number of annual new heterosexual transmission in third sion) that make up less than 3 % of
Sandi Kell
Advisor
AIDS cases has been decreasing in world countries is either wrong, or the total AIDS cases. For compariDr. Chris .Jackson
the USA over the last several years that other factors present in these son, less than 3% of breast cancer
S. C. 0. Business Manager
( see the CDC's HIV Surveillance countries that allow transmission to cases occur in men. Should we have
Mary Matos
Report at http://www.cdc.gov).
occur this way. In either case, bas- a public policy encouraging men to
S. C. 0. Associate Business
Part of this has to do with a ing public health policy on what is be screened for breast cancer, and
Manager
change in the definition of "AIDS" allegedly occuring in third world should.we have men get up and give
Yiralynn Ramirez
that went into effect on January .I, countries, while ignoring over a de- sei'hinars about how men should all
S. C. 0 Associate Business
1993, when thousands of people lit- cade of statistics from our own coun- be concerned about breast cancer?
Manager
erally got "AIDS" overnight (since try, is questionable.
Or, as we do for breast cancer,
Thomas Poldo
of
wrong
inforshould
we direct our education cam-·
the
new
definition
called
for
people
Two
examples
Business Department Advisor
with
CD4
T
cells
less
than
200
bemation
from
the
"AIDS
educators":
paigns
towards
those most at risk (ie,
Prof. .James Dean
ing diagnosed as "AIDS" cases, even
I. An estimate of 1 million was homosexual men, drug users, and sex
if they had no other symptoms). But used for the number of HIV positives partners of drug users)?
The Knight Newspaper serves Nova SouthSeveral examples of inaccurate
the decreasing number of new cases in the USA. This number has been
eastern's Farquhar Center for Undergraduate Studies
used for almost IO years, remaining information and misinformation offrom its office on the second floor of the Rosenthal is now probably reflecting a genuStudent Center at NSU's main campus.
ine slowing of the epidemic in the constant. Two published studies ten come from "AIDS educators".
The Knight is NSU's established vehicle for the
USA ( oddly enough, while other would suggest that this is an ·overes- People should be aware that there is
transmission of student reporting, opinion, and arts.
timate. A study from the National a .fine line between education and
All community members are inyited to contribute any- sexually transmitted diseases are inthing they desire to The Knight.
creasing).
Center for Health Statistics (Journal alarmism. For the information omitThe Knight is readily available at several sites
of
AIDS 7(11): 1195, 1994) esti- ted by the educators, I would
More
misinformation
comes
in
around the campus and the local community, includthe
form
of
references
to
global
stamated
that there were about 550,000 strongly urge interested people to
ing the East Campus site, the Oceanographic Center irt
Dania, and the Davie-Cooper City Chamber of Com- tistics oil the epidemic. Statistics
HIV+ people in the USA "household visit any of the following web sites
merce.
.
based
on
data
from
third
world
counpopulation". A study from a CDC on the internet:
Address all distribution concerns to Sandi Kell
tries (where most of"AIDS" is sup- scientist published last year (Amerihttp://www.xs4all.nl/-raido
1996-97 Distribution Manager, at (954) 262-8455.
The Knii:IJt is now also available online. Stuhttp://www.livelinks.com/
posed to exist) are subject to skepti- can Journal of Public Health 86(5): .
dents may access the online version of The Knight at
cism
for
several
reasons.
642,
1996)
estimated
that
there
were
sumeria/aids.html
"http://www. cri s. com/-go l denr I knight. html . "
The deadline for submissions for th.is year's
http://www.duesberg.com
First, the criteria used to diag- 700,000 HIV+ people in the USA.
twentieth issue, which appears on April 9 is March nose "AIDS" in third world counEven NBC Nightly News reported
26. The advertising deadline for the nineteeth issue
PS-note I am ilot saying safe sex
tries,
developed
by
the
World
Health
on March 10, 1995, that the governis Ap_ril 2. E-mail the Advisor at Internet address
"j ackson@pol a ri s. acas t. nova. edu" to find out
Organization (WHO), are very dif- ment had overestimated this number is bad, only that there are plenty of
how you can become involved with the SCO.
ferent from the criteria used in more and that the new estimate was be- other reasons to practice it, primaDisclaimer;
tween 600,000 and l million (rather rily pregnancy and the more comEditorials, commentaries, and advertisements developed countries. The symptoms
expressed in this publication do not represent the views to diagnose "AIDS" are not unique
than 800,000 to 1.2 million). All in mon sexually transmitted diseases
of the University or its officials, The Knjght staff or
from symptoms seen in many other all, the estimate of l million is prob- (that account for over 99% ofall
other advertisers. Editorials, commentaries, and adably too high; 750,000 would be cases of STD's).
vertisements reflect only the opinion of authors. Ihe diseases endemic to Africans, and
~ will not publish unsigned letters except in spedue to the costs of the antibody tests more accurate.
cial circumstances, at the editors' discretion. Ihe
2. Reference was made to the ·
Todd Miller is a Ph.D. of Bio[Kniibt reserves the right to edit letters for clarity, brev- for HIV, these are seldom performed.
Thus, "AIDS" in third world coun- transmission of HIV from mother to chemistry and MolecularBiology.
ity, and accuracy.
~
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SGA Elections Cause Confusion
by Nathan Burgess
Editor in Chief

SGA elections involyed voting
on March 18th and 19th, between 11
a.m. and 4 p.m. in front of the Parker
building. This event had been advertised by the Student Government
Association and Student Life for
weeks. With only one actual race,
the stakes were high. In one corner,
stood Tim Connelly, Commuter Representative 1996/97, while the other
held, Shalini Maharaj, Treasurer of
SGA 1996/97, and the leader of the
'Dynamic 6' ticket.
As anyone who has been at this
school for more than a year knows:
SGA elections have low turnouts
generally, and the winners are an-

nounced the next day, usually in fact, tution finds that there is no set stan- with a two-thirds majority, which in
later in the day after the polls have dard that states how much a student this case would have been 86 stumust win by.
dents.
closed.
Furthermore, Mr. Blaze exThis was.hardly
plained that in addition to the ratio
the case in the
~ requirement, the office of Student
1996/97 elections.
Life had wanted to receive a voter
With the new
§ turnout of at least 150 st:udents, and
NCSGA constitu] that anything lower would be an intion in place, this
.s- sufficient sampling of the populawas the first time
~ tion.
for the new hand of
ii:;
"We [Mr. Blaze, and .Mrs.
the Student GovCollette Taylor, Assistant Director of
ernment to stretch
Student Life] decided that ifwe had
itself. After the
nm Connelly and Shalini Maharaj during the SGA debate.
votes had been tallied, 129 in total,
In an interview with Johnny 150 people to vote, that would be
a majority was found. Tim Connelly Blaze, member of the Elections good enough. But we didn't have
Commission, he explains that prior that. When we saw that only 129
had 'won' the election.
But wait, he wasn't being de- to the elections, the elections com- people had voted, we didn't feel that
mission had established that the win- enough people voted. So, we declared the winner. Why? •
A quick scan of the new Consti- . nerofthe SGAraceswillhavetowin See ELECTION on page 11

J

Honor Court Dishonored
byN.B.

The Honor Court is, "a body of
faculty, students, and administrators
that is responsible for hearing cases
through an educational peer review
process which determines a student's
accountability for alleged violations
of the Code of Conduct," as defined
in the Undergraduate Programs Catalog of 1994-95.
The designers of the new constitution of the Nova
College Student
Government Asso.~
ciation apparently
have other ideas .
Under what should
be Article N ( since
the document is
misnumbered Article V), the Honor
Court becomes an agency of the
NCSGA, specifically part of their
Judicial Branch: Included among
their new powers and duties are reporting to the SGA "the number of
cases heard and the number of stu-

dents seen and the number of conclusions met."
In an interview with Dr. Bernard
Mulvey, Honor Court Chairp.erson, ·
and Assistant Professor of Liberal
Arts, his reaction was "that is inappropriate."
Dr. Mulvey goes further to state
that the "Honor Court reports to the
Dean. It's not a Student Government
organization."
"So the Judicial Branch, whatever that is, that has yet
to be defined, asks for
three numbers [see
above]. .. so if someone
writes, 2, 5, and 6 apparently that's it That's ridiculous."
Reading further into
the document, Dr.
Mulvey's confusion
mounted, as he inquired, "is this a
draft?" only to learn that indeed the
document he held in his hands was
the one the students had voted on.
Mulvey's
confusion
Dr.
metamorphosized into concern as he

f,,,

continued, "[B]ut it needs to be approved by the Dean. Students can't
make a constitution with rules that
bind other members of the university community."
Further reading
brought along further
problems, "(reading
from the constitution) 'membership
shall consist of three
students elected in
general elections, then interviewed
by the Faculty Honor Court ... ' no it's
the other way around. Students are
interviewed to see if they are eligible
nominees, then those, once approved, are then elec~ed."
Dr. Mulvey did state definitively
that, "They [SGA] can say whatever
they want to, but this has no authority over me or the Honor Court."
"I wonder why the Student Government Association took it upon
themselves to rewrite the section of
the Honor Code concerned with the
Honor Court. It is already there, it
is already written, it's already in ex-

istence, and it has authority, because
this is a committee that is charged ,
by the Dean and the vice president
of Student Affairs."
Dr. Mulvey concluded
by saying that, "I applaud the
Student Government's attempt to take control of their
Constitution and revise it
according to the needs of the
moment. Unfortunately, in
this particular case, they
seem to have overstepped their au- .
thority, and secondly have proceeded
in a relatively 4iscourteous way in
the sense that they've ignored the
documents and,;persons who are already constituted to carry out these
functions. l'm not sure what purpose
that serves. Why would they proceed to rewrite documents that already exist that they have no authority to change? That all troubles me."
Dean ohhe Farquhar Center for
Undergraduate Studies, Dr. Stuart
Horn commented on the issue that
"That's all new to me." _No one had
see SGA on page 12
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HIV Doesn't Cause AIDS
by Kai Thorup
Contr ibuting Writer
Editors Note:This article is Part
II ofIV. The first part of this article
appeared in the 12 March 1997.
Many problems exist with the
HIV test itself. The test can be wrong
over fifty percent of the time because
it does not detect the HIV virus. Instead, it detects a reaction to the HIV
antibody in the patients system. The
dilemma is that many factors apart
from the HIV antibodies will cause
the same reaction in the test. Dr. V.F.
Turner of the Department of Emergency Medicine at the Royal Perth

· Hospital in Perth, Western Australia,
explains that "when the only information is a reaction, and that reaction has more than one possible
cause, as is the case with an antibody
test, ... it is proper for a disinterested
scientist to allow for the possibility
that there are no real HIV antibodies
whatsoever, that they are all pretenders"
Many "pretenders" can cause a
false-positive HIV test result. For
example, seven out of ten people
given flu shots test "positive" for
HIV. Seventy-five to eighty percent
of malaria patients test "positive."
Human leukogenic antigens and human T-cell antigens from blood
transfusions can also cause a falsepositive test result. Prior pregnancy,
mitochondria antibodies; Lupus;
rheumatoid arthritis; hypergammaglobulinemia, which is an excess of
gamma globulin in the blood, all will
cause the "positive" reaction. Traces
of p24 antigens are widely believed
to be an indicator of HIV infection
and can cause a "positive" test re-

suit. Among other diseases, p24 antigens are found in multiple sclerosis, T-cell lymphoma, and generalized warts. The list of "pretenders"
goes on to include Hepatitis B vaccinations, once given for free and are
recommended to homosexuals as
standard policy at VD clinics, the
ingestion of foreign sperm, semen in
the blood from anal intercourse, and
heat treating or prolonged storage of
the plasma sample.
Even a simple infection can lead
to a "positive" test result. Finally,
Michelle Cochran, who has studied
AIDS in Uganda and Kenya on a research scholarship, claims "it is also ·
possible someone will test 'positive'
for HIV, but have HIV-2 instead of
HIV- 1, which is not considered to be
the cause of AIDS"
To give another example of the
gross inaccuracy of the HIV test, the
World Health Organization conducted a study testing fifty million
people in the former Soviet Union
for HIV over a two year period. Fifty
thousand "positive" results were

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not

in default, the Army might pay it off.
Ifyou qualify, we'll reduce your debt-up
~, l]
~.

We offer a·'compefj~iNte talacy it1i,Ug1
trainin~,' co11~~1tin! .to' c~1!1mi~s~?.n
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addition,, w~ prq;:vide a,. car ,!i\11o~c:e
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1
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lrtter;estted? Send yonr te;Strtne 't.(>'

Get all the details from your
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SYYlCiBS:@a.oL,oom, .fax to (305)!
655-l39t, or apply in p~rson at S:5$
JsLE. 185'.\h Street; Miami, FL 13179~

594-8558

EOE M!Ftotv .brug-,tree _workplace.
No phone calls; ple:asef
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ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN.BE!

found .
Wh .e n
the researchers went
back to
confirm these results, they discovered only three hundred. That is one
hundred-sixty-five false positives to
every one true positive. The Lancet
stated the actual AIDS cases numbered in two-digit figures, somewhere between ten and ninety-nine.
Christine Johnson, a supporter of
the Group for the Scientific Reappraisal of the HIV Hypothesis, in an
interview by Ed Lieb for the Matthew Grace New York City cable
television show, warned that "the test
should be outlawed. It should be
banned. Nobody should be allowed
to give the test." She continued, suggesting that "if (your) insurance
company wants (you) tested, or if
(you) wanted to travel and they say
(you have) to test, perhaps you·
should register a written legal protest. .. ''.
Dr, Duesberg, along with many
of his colleagues, believes there are
many inconsistenci~s between AIDS
and infectious disease. There has
never been one documented case
where a person acquired AIDS from
HIV or sex. In fact, HIV is present
in semen from only one out of
twenty-five antibody-positive men.
According to Dr. Casper Schmidt, a
psychiatrist who published his first
AIDS dissenting paper in 1984, the
"figures put out by the CDC in February, 1993, show that of nearly thirteen-thousand ... people who (have)
got a significant amount of blood in
their bodies (to infect them with
HIV) through needle-stick injuries ...
over the last twelve years," and "who
then became HIV-positive amounts
to a total of 0.013 percent. ... " · He
concludes that "on the basis of this
evidence, there is no way that AIDS
can be an infectious disease." Dr.
Roger Cunningham, an immunologist, microbiologist, and the director of the Ernst Witsky Center for
see ALTERNATIVE on page 12
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HIV Does Cause AIDS
by Tim Connelly

Contributing Writer
Before ·the discovery of human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the
virus that causes AIDS, epidemiological studies of AIDS patients' sex
partners and AIDS cases occurring
in blood transfusion recipients before 1985 clearly showed that the
underlying cause of AIDS was an
infectious agent. Infection with HIV
has been the only common factor
shared by persons with AIDS
throughout the world, including homosexual men, transfusion recipients, persons with hemophilia, sex .
partners of infected persons, children born to infected mothers and
health care workers who were infected with HIV while on the job,
mainly by being stuck with a needle

used on an HIV-infected patient.
· Although we know that HIV is
the cause of AIDS, much remains
to be known about exactly how HIV
causes the immune system to break
down. Scientists are consistently
discovering more information about
HIV and AIDS. Their discoveries
help people learn how to stop transmission of the virus and help people
infected with HIV to live longer,
healthier lives.
One important question to answer is why some people exposed
to HIV become infected and others
do p.ot. Scientists believe it is most
likely because of how infectious the
other person is and how they are exposed. Approximately 30% of children born to HIV-positive mothers
are infected with the virus. A very
few people in high-risk groups such

. Today, almost one
million Americans
are infected with
HIV. How's it all
going to end?
Many sexually active people put .
themselves at risk for se?(ually transmitted diseases. And what puts
them at risk is their behaviors.
HIV is preventable. All it takes is
your commitment.
To find out how you can prevent
HIV, call the CDC National AIDS
Hotline at 1-800-342-AIDS.
A ,\I!-- RIC A

( ~ U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
.:~-

&HUMAN SERVICES

Public Health Service

· as homosexuals, spouses of HIVpositive hemophiliacs, and African
Prostitutes seem to be completely
resistant to infection by HIV.
More than 90% of persons who
were exposed through an HIV-in- 1989 Nobel Prize in Medicine for
fected unit of blood became in- proving that cancer~inducing genes
fected. So we know that persons can be carried by viruses.
who were exposed through an HIVBesides the argument that some
infected unit of blood became in- ·. people present that retroviruses do
fected. So we know that blood-to- not cause illness, they also argue that
blood contact is a very efficient way HIV can not be proven to cause
that HIV is spread, according to the AIDS because it does not grow on
Center for Disease Control in At- an artificial medium. This is far
lanta, Georgia.
from true. It is possible to grow HIV
Some people argue, despite in white blood cells on an artificial
overwhelming evidence, that HIV medium, however it has to be grown
.does not cause AIDS. Some say that in large amounts. These amounts
because HIV is a retrovirus, (sub- are far more than would be naturally
species Lentivirus), it should not occurring. This fact involves the
cause disease. Defined in the Ran- · data collected from these studies to
dom House College Dictionary, the different interpretations.
prefix "RETRO" refers to "back· However, few viruses can beefwards." This is interpreted by some fectively grown in an artificial enscientists to be a healing virus. Be~ vironment because they multiply
cause they conceive all other viruses only within the cell. Treponema
to be hannful, it seems logical that pallidum is known cause syphilis,
a backward virus would be healing. but virulent strains have never been
Molecular Biology does support cultured on artificial media. Sevsome evidence for the possibility for eral other pathogens cannot be
using some viruses in the family of grown in an artificial environment.
Retrovirus for correcting geneti- However, overwhelming evidence
cally-linked disorders.
from infected individuals that test
Using these viruses as a vector, positive for an infective agent that
. it is possible to introduce function- corresponds to their illness, gives us
ing genes into cells that would not the scientific basis for diagnosing
normally be functioning correctly. the causative agent of the disease.
Ironically, the name Retrovirus is
There is also a question raised
derived from the words Reverse by some people as to why a number
Transcriptase, which is a description of people test negative for HIV just
of the molecular processes that the . before they die of complica,tions due
virus uses to infect host cells. The to AIDS. How is this possible if
word has nothing to do with the HIV causes AIDS? There is a very
meaning in the dictionary that has logical answer to this question.
to do with "backward."
AIDS is a Lentivirus, which is, as
Among RNA viruses, only the discussed earlier, a subspecies of a
oncoviruses (cancer causing vi- retrovirus. These types of viruses
ruses) in the family Retroviridae are "dump viruses," in that they kill
cause Cancer. Retroviruses are the hosts t~ey infect, thus eventuknown to cause adult T cell leuke- ally killing themselves.
When a patient has a very low
mia and lympho~a in humans. The
ability of retroviruses to induce tu- T-cell count'~ such as those patients
mors is related to their molecular in the last stages of AIDS, there are
process of reverse transcription. also very few viral HIV particles.
Michael Bishop and Harold E. This is because there is nowhere else
Varmus of the USA received the see COC on page 13
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Psych Club Aids Kids in Distress
child's _color and' shape specifica- was that what we. did provided a
· tions. We all were happy to see the great time for everyone, but that
children enjoy themselves and be so more could be done. The house parOn March 1, 1997, the NSU Psy- resective to a little bit of generosity ents told us that they hoped we
chology Club visited Kids in Distress for a volunteerism proj ect. We
met in front of the Parker building
and decorated our club t-shirts with
colorful teddy bear name tage. We
drove over and met the clown that
the executive board of the club had
,t
arranged to entertain the children.
KITES
For an added treat President
h'f.Hl~
Joanie Cooper put together stacks of
juice and coookies from each of the
children to enjoy after the perforPsychology Club Visits Kids in Distress. Photo Courtesy of Psych Club.
·
would come back. Perhaps other ormance. There were approximately on the club's part.
After
the
children
reconvened.in
ganizations around campus could
thirty children ranging in age from
toddlers to twelve year old kids their cottages to prepare for lunch, take turns visiting and planning
the club members discussed their events for the different age groups
ready to watch magic tricks.
The club members interacted experiences. The general feeling of kids there. As Alvin, a member's
with the children and helped out was surprise. We were so happy to husband and great volunteer, stated,
handing out their treats while the see these not-always-fortunate chil- "a child needs a childhood."
Sometimes organizations like
clown made a balloon animal to each dren be cheerful. Another feeling
by Nicole Shiber
Psychology Club Member

f

Join the SCO
by Mary Matos
Business Manager

Ever wondered what the Student Communication Organization
is? I know, it's right up there with
the meaning of life. The official
newspaper (The Knight) and radio
station (WNSU 92.9caFM) of Nova
Southeastern University along with
their business department are the
three components of the SCO.
Perhaps the most unique aspect of this campus organization is
that it is almost entirely student run
except for the three faculty advisers
that oversee each department (Dr.
Chris Jackson, Dr. Lynn Wolf, and
Professor James Dean). There are a
number of paid student po~itions in
all three departments. However, the.
organization also relies on a large
number of volunteers to operate efficiently (writers, cartoonists, distributors, DJs etc.).
The SCO functions under the
Dean's office. This, for the most
part, means that its operating budget

comes primarily from that source ( as
opposed to relying on student activity fees). In addition, the newspaper
and the radio station strive to someday become self-sufficient by bringing in advertising revenue.
Nova Southeastern University-in its tradition to offer students
hands on experience in various
fields-once again allows students
to take an active role in the media
industry.· Students contribute to
present the finished product for both
the newspaper and the radio station
by writing stories, laying out the pa. per (all on computers), selling ads for
the paper and the radio station, programming music for the various radio shifts, making sure the papers are
distributed all over campus,.hooking
up cable splitters in dorm rooms, and
a number of other exciting ways.
~ Being a member of the SCO
comes with a lot of responsibility
(not printing libelous articles, not
broadcasting profane lyrics, etc.)talk about preparation for "the real
See STUDENT on page 16

.,,,

'j.

!

these are overlooked for funding, but
more importantly, they are overlooked by people. The director told
us that most people only help around
the December holidays and taht it
was refreshing to have someone plan
an event in the Spring. A lot of the
children seemed to be more impressed with having kind human interaction than receiving hand-outs.
We left with a warm feeling, but
the reality began to sink in that these
children need constant love and support. Overall, this is an organization that the Psychology Club would
like to visit again. The kids had a
good time, confirmed by another
house parent's statement: "This is
wonderful. Thank you so much for
all that you've done. The kids really liked this event!" It took only a
litle of our tiqie and effort and anyone could spare some time for these
great kids.

Hunger and ·
Homelessness Week
by Christina Gay
·c ampus Life Editor

In April of every year, the National Student Campaign Against
Hunger and Homelessness
(NSCHH)promotes Hunger and
Homelessness Awareness Week, a
slew of activities dedicated to increasing awareness among students
and community members of these
problems. The week culminates in
the Hunger Clean-Up, a day of
community-sponsored community
service.
This year, S.C.O.R.E. and Alpha Phi Omega have taken on the
responsibility of organizing the
week's events. It is fine that we
have done this, but it is you, the student leaders, who can make this
event work:
The week of April 7- 12 kicks
off on Monday from 12:00-2:00
p.m. in the lobby of the _Parker
Building with a canned· food drive

that will hopefully continue throughout the month.
On Wednesday, a community
service project with Love Thy
Neighbor, a community organization
that targets the homeless in South
Florida, providing food at regular
intervals from 12:00-2:00 p.m., also
in the Parker lobby. We will be mak.ing sandwiches for these members
of our community and (for those who
chose to do so), will also serve them
at Ft. Lauderdale beach from 4:307:00 p.m.
Saturday is the Hunger CleanUp, a community service effort intended to raise money for charity.
This is done by students getting
sponsorship or donations from
friends, family and community organizations, chruches, businesses,
etc.) ip support of their service hours.
The funds raised are then disbursed:
50% goes to the NSCHH, the other
50% to a local charity.
· See NSU on page 16
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&mpw. Life
Health Fair Offers Free M·assage and More
agencies to participate.
nity members.
. A few of the many agencies that The Health
participated in last year's Health Fair Fair is not for
Last year, the Wellness Center .included: the NSlJ Community · profit. Its sole
arid the Health Professions Division Clinic, the Sugar Free Market Place, purpose is to
were approached by
the Massage provide people
Dr. Smith, the Associ- In s tit u t e , in the commu~
~
Planned Par- nity with inforate Dean of Student
,.
Affairs to help coordie nth o o d , mation about
cS
nate the fir~t-arinual
U:S. Total d~ffer~nt org~- ~ - . ·· ~·- ~~~~~a; _
Health Fair. The
Fitness, the mzat10ns m
.
~ •- ci..
event turned out to be
Amer i c an our area to betEmployee Gets Blood Pressure Taken at Last Health Fair.
a huge success and
"··.-'·! :,.,
Red Cross ter our health. There will be health will it be fun, but I am sure that the
once again, · the
";~ ·
and many screens, physical therapy massages, information they will provide will
o t h e r s . massage therapy, eye screening, and prove to be very beneficial to you or
Wellness Center is
sponsoring their anMany of the .. much more. Last year, Lighthouse someone you care about in the future.
For more information on the
nual Health Fair. The
same organi- donated keychains and brochures and
event will take place
zations will Hospice Care of Broward County Health Fair, or on volunteer opporparticipate brought candy for the kids, pam- tunities, please call The Wellness
on Friday, April 18
· Photo Courtesy of Wellness Center.
again this phlets, and an easy-to-carry medical Center at (954) 262-6401.
from 11 :30 a·.m. to
1:00 p.m. in the Rosenthal Dining year. The Supplement Warehouse information insert for wallets.
The Health Fair will be located
The Health Fair is something that in the RSC Dining Hall on April 18
Hall.
was contacted and is very eager to
The Wellness Center and Student attend the event for the first time.
everyone can benefit from. I encour- · from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. There will
There are approximately 150-200. age each and every one of you to at- be a workshop on April 25 from 7:30
Heath Advocates of Peer Education
have been responsible for coordinat- students expected to attend in addi- tend this year and find out what these p.m. to 8:30 p.m. about stress, nutriing tables and contacting different tion to the expected 10,000 commu- organizations are all about. Not only tion, and exercise. .

by Jennifer Lenz
Contributing Writer
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Greek Lite
Sammy's 1997 Conclave Stereotypes of
workshops on various topics and
provided an exchange of ideas between members from different
In the lobby of the Rolling Hills schools. There were discussions on
Resort Hotel, two brothers, although Scholarship, Male-Female Relationcomplete strangers, greet each other ships, Leadership, Alcohol & Sex,
with a handshake and a smile. Two and several other topics.
There Brothers were encouraged
brothers, who have never met. How
could this be? Is this a remake of to openly discuss these topics with
the movie Parent Trap, upon which the Sisters of Sigma Delta Tau, and
two twins were separated at birth? vice-versa. This allowed for impartial and accuOr perhaps the relarate answers to
tionship of two stepbrot~ers in a real-life :T· ' 'L ., ~lt_'e
; -_both fratem_ity
vers10n of the TV
{:I· . ,
and soronty
sitcom Step by Step?
·
,,,
members.
While both of - r4.f;o ·-~
_,, _,
The sesthese two ~xamples
.;;_,'~J.....;) .· ._·, 7
si?ns closed
seem logical and
·
:~i;, - ,·
with a semimaybe even wide- _ .,; -. . . ,._. .-,: -,
formal banspread in today's film
w,
'rn
quet
with
1 ,' " -·· ·
society, this isn't a
"' ,
.
guest speaker
by Ray Black
Contributing Writer

Greek Org~nizat1ons
by Andrea Solheim
Greek Life Editor

"Why do you want to buy
friends when you can have friends
for free?" This is a question all
Greek organizations are asked almost on a
daily basis.
Many times,
the "brother"
or "sister"
feel as if they
have to defend themselves, but in
. reality, it all
comes down'
411
to education.
Hollywood
Feature ,t.-!'-.-_.·
··r
_·__ 'u
-. ,.~
_(""_'}%.
1:_··_ ··J
.·c, '\·~_·_·
Dr.k Martin
•
,J:'.
~~.·-':c"·.-.--_-__- ~ t
'~~
To be inFilm. In 1act, these r , .' ,' _ %,:;,_ ' ,,:., .·,,"r : ?" , :
Pars.
volved
in
two brothers share no
~ --- ·" - , · - , ·.
· 1,
Dr. Parks,
.
any
organiI', tilt
___ , ~~/' ~·
a professor at
legal or blood rela.: ,!;.~~"'-" ,,.
zation, funds
tionship. Instead,
NSU, gave an
ai:e a necesthese two men are members of the excellent speech on the changing
sity
to
be
successful.
For
the orga. .
International fraternity Sigma Alpha face of the leader in the 90's. His
Mu and participants in The 1997 insight illuminated the discussions nization to grow and become
Conclave.
of that morning, providing a me- united, time spent together is reThis year, NSU's brothers of dium for the Conclave participants quired, whether it be attending a
speech, going on a ropes course for
Sigma Alpha Mu posted their to reflect upon.
Furthermore, each of the a, team builder, or simply just
fraternity's annual Conclave, a three
day conference and exchange offra- organizatio11 's Presidents ex- "hanging out."
The difference between sororitemity ideals.
pounded upon
ties
and fraternities from any group
All in all, over
the topics disof
friends,
is that the events they
cussed, and the
fifty brothers of
do
are
·organized
in advance. The
the Southern reextraordinary
gion came for this
value of mem- money required for the event is then
bership in a paid previously. In return, the indi·year 's Conclave,
which was held
fraternity or vidual doesn't have to worry about
costs later. This .is where the
from Feb. 14- 17.
sorority. Conclave money, the supposed "paying for
In addition,
members, from Sigma Delta Tau, was a complete success; Sigma . your friends" goes to.Fraternities and sororities also
Sigma Alpha Mu's Sister Sorority, Delta Tau Sisters and Sammy Brothhave
been stereotyped as the Aniattended and contributed to the con- ers left that weekend with a heightference discussions.
· NSU, ened appreciation and comprehen- mal House type. Although socials
Louisiana's Tulane University, sion of leadership, scholarship, and do occur, there is more· to being
Greek than the parties.
Stephen F. Austin State University unity.
In fact, Greek organizations are
However, more importantly, the
of Texas, Florida Atlantic Univerrequired
to complete community
sity, Florida International Univer- conference spawned new friendservice
projects,
fund-raise for phisity, and University of Miami are ships between fraternity and soror- .
lanthropies,
and
attend retreats
just some of the Universities that ity members, whom although at.;.
tending different schools, share which involve intense 1trust with
took part in this event.
"brothers" and "sisters. ' For ex-.
This three:-day Conclave offered similar values and ideas.

":(
wt r-~1·· a:·/v'
e wa&,,:a~
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ample, Delta Phi Epsilon attended
a retreat in the Keys for the transition of officers on the executive
board.
During this retreat, the 'in-going and out-going E-board learned how
to sail. This takes extreme team
work, trust, and communication
skills to have be successful. Leaming how to depend on a "sister" or
"brother" takes· quality time and
growth through experiences sucli as
sailing.
Through all of the experiences,
hard work is involved as well. The
amount of time and dedication involved is incredible. As for Beta
Theta Pi, their members have been
working for their Charter for three
years. ,
Now, after showing their dedication to community service events,
and fund-raising~ as well as involvement on campus-life, increasing the
amount of brothers, and constantly
working to earn the recognition
from Nationals as a well-rounded
. group of
men, they
wil~ b~ rec e 1v 1n g
their . Charter this year.
This is
proof of
true leadership skills,
team-work,
trust, and
the ability
to succeed
that every
person ma
sorority or fraternity has the opportunity to experience. ·
Therefore, "buying your
friends" .may seem to be the situation to an uneducated individual, but
as you can see, it is an hon<lr to be a
part of a Greek organization. We
are "Friends by.chance, but sisters/
brothers by choice."

d
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Offended by the Bursar's Office
account is the windows in the arouna meir cnecKoooK, my only dent worker, who at least seemed
Bursar's office. Due to the strong way out would have been my Check genuinely upset. 'Policy' was the
Editor in Chief
,
air conditioning on the inside of the Card, which was a last resort. The word of the day as I chucked over
Last week, I became more of- window, a constant stream of cold absurdity of this
'
m
y
fended than I had ever been here at air exits from the holes in the win- rule was beyond
Check Card,
NSU. Realizing I had time in my dow, located near the hands and the me. I was conmuttering the
schedule, I decided that it would be face.
vinced that the
comm ent,
advantageous to my program to take
This dries out _the eyes of any- s u p e r v i s o r
"You' 11 hear
an additional course.
one sitting on the outside, which would see that I
about this."
After going through the usual causes much blinking, and eye wa- live on campus,
All the while,
process of finding a class that will tering. This is a condition some work here as
I gently comwell, ano that
mented to myfill a requirement, that is being of- would find very aversive.
self' "Yah ,
fered at the same times that I am
All of these
. factors gives the I'm not going to
available, and having one of my Bursar's office the psychological register and skip
you'll write an
editorial, a letadvisor's sign the necessary forms, advantage over the student from the town, leaving
I went to the Bursar's office for the minute he/she walks in the door.
NSU with a
ter to the Burrequirecj paperwork, before the
But I digress. After sitting down grandiose bill. sar, and get a
Registrar's office would register me. and handing in my paperwork, I was After all, even
r u b b e r
I, as have many other students, told that payment was needed up alleged criminals
stamped rehave been in the Bursar's office front for .this class since it was an get out ofhaving
sponse, reitermore than I'd like to think about.
'add' in the middle of the term. topaybailifthey
ating
the
A few things to notice about the While I had been hearing about this don't pose a
'Policy.'"
Bursar's office
policy for years, flight risk.
What else
I had never seen
In actuality, the supervisor's re- can be expected when apathy is ramnext time you
visit: First, the
it in action, even sponse to my concerns made me pant on a campus such as ours?
outer office
when adding wonder how she got the job. The re- When no one is satisfied with everywhere students
other classes dur- sponses Sounded mote canned out of thing, and no one is willing to try to
sit is much
ing a term.
this 'supervisor' than out of the stu- change anything?
darker than the
Not wanting .
area behind the
to jump to conwindow.
clusions, I inThis makes
quir.ed why there
was suddenly
the person behind the wins~ch a problem
dow almost
with merely 'billseem to glow
ing' my account.
with a halo. A
After all, I've .
very powerful
been a student at
STA Travel is the world's largest
effect, indeed.
NSU for the past
S econ d,
.
two years. I've
travel organization specializing
and possibly most important, is the ' , paid all my other bills on time, I live
·in low-cost-travel for ·students.
height of the seats. The chairs in and work on campus; and my perwhich students sit are much lower manent address is less than an hour's
P S ST! Got the urge to travel?
than those of the employees, and are - drive away. As a laWYer would put
STA Travel has great student airfares to
destinations around the world. Go shopping
even disproportionately low for the it, I pose no 'flight risk.' Nonetheon our website for current student airfares.
countertop provided for the student less, I needed to pay then. It was
to write upon. This has the same ef- "policy."
feet as whenever one is forced to litAsking if a supervisor could
erally look up at someone. It makes break the rules, I was told, "possi3115 Commodore Plaza
the Bursar's office employee seem bly," and so I asked to speak to a
Coconut Grove, Fl 33133
STA TRAVEL
very powerful, and makes the stu- supervisor.
We've been there.
www.sta-travel.com
dent seem and feel small in compariSo I waited again in the condi• International Student ID Cards
son. This is a very good technique tions previously described.
• Travel Insurance
• Domestic Discounts
& Hostel Membership
to cut down on possible confrontaSince not many students carry a
• Packages for 18-34 yrs.
• Eurail Passes
• Around the World
_
spare $975 in their wallet, and stutions.
• Budget Hotels
• Spring Break
• Student Airfares
Yet another factor to take into dents, males especially, rarely carry
by Nathan Burgess
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Theodore Witcher Puts Romantic
Love at the Heart of love Jones
'

by Kelvin Vidale

Entertainment Editor

(Nina Mosley) stars as a woman who
tuc}:;s away her emotions only to

Do men and women understand
each other?
Writer-director
Theodore Witcher revisits this question in one of the season's most anticipated fihns, loveJones. This film
centers on a group of Black friends
that wants to understand how one's
gender impacts a relationship. Full
of attractive faces and devoid of
soap opera dialogue, love Jones
guarantees to please any audience.
Witcher's story presents several
young and college-educated Black
characters who share an appreciation for relationship-oriented conversation and poetry. Nia Long

Got Anv Used Sports Equipment
You'd like To Give Awav?

•
SCORE Seniors Will Soon Be Collecting
These Items &
Donating Them To A
Local Boys & Girls Club
Keep Watching The·KNIGHT For More
Information On ·How To Get Involved In
This froject! !!
.. '

learn that her strategy has little dis- erts,I who stars as Eddie) and even
couraging effect OQ. the focused give the audience .insight into a
scope
of woman's wants (Lisa Nicole JackLarenz Tate's son stars as Nina's best friend, Jodie
hungry eyes and Bernadette Clark acts as the
(Darius single and happy Sheila).
Lovehall).
The audience will appreciate the
Nina earns erotic scenes that characterize this
a living as a film. In one scene, Nina sits on her
photographer · window sill and the camera positions
and jots down itself at an angle that examines the
her most inti- dark and sexually-charged nipples
mate thoughts · that punctuate her tanktop. Another
in her esoteric · inviting scene happens when Darius
world of poetry shows his Adonis musculature.
while Darius
His teenage face belies the aged
pla,p.s to sur- physical fitness of his upper body but
vive as a novel- Women seem to like this image any. ist. (He has a way. Such titillating moments
poetic mind of awaken the senses and balance a fihn
his own, too.)
that benefits from Bill Bellamy's
Their favorite pastime leads humor and the main characters' frusthem to a poetry club called the Sanc- trating pride~
tuary. On their first encounter,
It could be that love Jones is anDarius sends erotic vibes to Nina.
other experiment with Black cinema
His performance of "Blues for but after earning this year's
Nina" touches not only her pleasure Sundance Film Festival Audience
spots but caresses the audience's sen- Award, the moyie industry realizes
.
sitive zones as well. Aft
t h a ~ a r k e t for all-Black
.•.l!;si
a man-to-woman
apartment, thing '"
work has an
One would
appeals to a
talk they have
g audiencea love life base
aracters who
,~ect their amcome easy to t~
both characters
1jatlt!IJ,il~. JF ~~Mjltfft '.',"
g some cultural
maturity. Their ~
matters ~asier.
" 1. ~ : ; s group (music
Danus's pal,
q-iQSJltialj,"
omer Maxwell to
fl;"" "
musician Charlie
Washington), has a • ,
ionship but when he se_.,
· ~. . ..,.~
' movie · draws any
his wife and courts a you
· , .j ' ·
the emotional sincerity
acquaintance, Darius lose ' • • · ·
, racters portray. love Jones
confidence in long-term com
easant departure from the re·
.
of inner-city life and offers a
ment.
What makes matters wors ts
c , cal answer to that age-old questhat his other buddy, Hollywood (Bill . tiQll: " Will this person want me in
Bellamy), attempts to make himjeal- the morning?"
· ·
ous by dating Nina.
· Other characters decorate the
screen with their handsome looks ·
(check out the lips on Leonard Rob- ·

i,·,~
[ 4i!
·t!rp;~~jt' ~"

~a .
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Psychology
·Club Readies
for Stretch Run

New Dates
for Minnelli

Press Release

Press Release

Wednesday April ~' 1997
Parker 241
Coordinator: Nicole Shiber
Disabled or challenged? What
is politically correct? Are these important issues in the field of psychology? You bet they are. Some of our
members face these issues on a daily
basis.
Come and hear thefr personal
stories about what it is like living,
working, and studying without the
sense of sight. Be prepared to be
transformed and inspired by fellow
students! This is one meeting that
can't be missed - it's that impor,
tant.
Wednesday April 23, 1997
Rosenthal Dining Room
Coodinator: Club Officers
It's time to celebrate a very successful year with the Psychology
Club. Officers and members will be
awarded for their outstanding effots
and contributors to our school and
community. Best presenter, Most
Outstanding
member,
and
volunteerism appreciation certificates will be awarded. ·
Also, 1997/98 officers will be
inducted. A full service dinner banquet will be provided at no cost to
members. Share good cheer with
Psychology department professors
and fellow Psychology majors.
Please RSVP by April 9, 1997 at
(954) 921-6844 (Joanie. Cooper) to
reserve your seat.

Liza Minnelli's two concert dates
have .been rescheduled for Sunday,
March 30 and Monday, March 31 at
the Broward Center for the Performing Arts
Patrons who purchased tickets
through the Broward Center Box
Office or TicketMaster for the February shows can use those same tick-

Housing Rates:
1997-1998 Academic Year
Undergraduate Housing (Leo
Goodwin Hall) ·
Single $2607/Semester ,
Double $1686/Semester
Grad u ate Housi ng (Apartments)
Single $2740/Setnester (1 Bedroom Apartment: 1 Student)

FILM ·pROCE!i!ill\16
WITH THIS AD ONLY
I:*

~

ti! ONLY
EXP. i!4EXP.
36EXP.
ONLY ·
ONLY

17ao

1360

1540

FREE
PUCKET PHllf[] ALBUM

WITH THIS Ara ·aNL1{

COMPARE &..§AVE!·
OFFER ENDS APRIL 9, 1997
SPECIALLY MARKED PHOTO FRAMES
ets for the new dates in March. Tickets for the Sunday, Feb. 23 show will
be honored on Sunday, March 30;
tickets for the Monday, Feb. 24 show
will be honored on Monday, March
31.
Ticketholders who need more
information can call the Broward
Center's Box Office at (954) 4620222 or any TicketMaster outlet at
(954) 523-3309 in Broward, (305)
358-5885 in Dade and (561) 9663309 in Palm Beach.
Both shows will begin at 8 p.m.
in the Broward Center's majestic AuRene Theater. The Broward Center
for the Performing Arts is located at
201 S.W. Fifth Avenue in Fort Lauderdale.

·Residential Life
Rates for .1997-98
Press Release

Page 11

Singie $2607 /Semester (Leo
Goodwni Hall: 1 Student)
Double $260 I/Semester (2 Bedroom Apartment: 2 Students)
·All housing rates include furnishings, utilities, air conditions,
cable TV, and local phone service.
For more information, please
contact the Office of Residential Life
at (954) 262-7052
Rates are Subject to Change

BUY lWO, GET ONE

For all of your Photographic, Digital Imaging and Framing
Come to .••

[Amerlmiiq~ .11
4680 S.W. 64th Avenue • (Davie Road)
. Davie, FL 33314
(East side of Davie Extension South of Griffin Road)
Open Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30 • Sat 9:00-5:00

(954) 3i!7-B500

u
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Alternative view on HIV and AIDS

frompage4

Immunology at the State of New spread of the virus. Christine
York in Buffalo explains, "you Johnson states that "many different
should be able to transmit the agent
that is (causing) the infectious disease" by "removing the agent from
the animal which has been infected,
put it to another animal and transmit
the disease (in) this fashion.' ~
This "has never been done with
the agent we call HIV."
Duesberg believes that HIV or
AIDS cannot be spread through
s~xual contact.
Since 1987, AIDS has "claimed
only 0.03% per year from a reservoir of over 100 million susceptible,
sexually active Americans, although
conventional venerial diseases are
increasing in the U.S. and there is
no anti-HIV vaccine" to impede the

studies have been done of prostitutes
which show that they don't have anymore ·HIV antibodies
than anyone else ... "
In an interview for
New A~e Journal by
Stuart Timmons, Peter
Duesberg claims "if
AIDS is not caused by
HIV (and) is not infectious, as I maintain, then
safe-sex is going to protect you against AIDS
the way a gas mask protects you against a machine gun.... Safe-sex is
good for preventing
pregnancy and venerial
disease" not HIV and
AIDS .

The way HIV is spread is from
mother to child at an efficiency of
about fifty,percent.
The information presented in this
article should in no way suggest discontinuing safe-sex practices. It is
the author's opinion that the use of a
condom to protect from a disease that
is drug induced is irrelevant.
However, a condom will protect
from unwanted pregnancies as .well
as numerous genuinely sexually
transmitted diseases.
'1 As always, abstinence
- is the only way to truly
be safe.

To Be Continued
in the Next Issue
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coc·Evidence Refutes
·HEAL's Theories
frompage5

· for them live. Because of this it is
This fact in itself is a shame.
SOID:etimes possible for patients in - However, to speculate that HIV does
the final stages ofAIDS to test nega- not cause AIDS without providing
even a scientific hypotheses as to
tive for HIV.
Finally there are arguments that what does, is ethically, morally, and
doctors are misdiagnosing AIDS in professionally wrong.
individuals who are ill and fall into
Even more detrimental to the
the "high risk" category. At one general well being of our society is
point, there may have been an argu- to make these claims without stress. ing that AIDS is a sexually transment for this.
However, today's medicine de- mitted disease that will eventually
mands compre-'
hensive medical
examination before the diagnosis of almost any
disease no matter how obvious
the symptoms .
Before someone
is diagnoses as
having HIV or
AIDS, he/she
usually undergoes at first an
ELISA
(enzyme -:l inked
immunosorbent
assay) test.
If this test is·
positive, it is often that the
patient's
sample's refereed to another lab for · lead to death by opportunistic infecreanalyzes. If these testresults come tion.
out positive for the antibodies that
By using effective lying techthe human body produces when ex- niques and giving sociologically
posed to HIV, the patient can then based answers to scientific ques- _
be tested for the virus itself using a tions, organizations that argue that
Polymerase Chain Reaction test HIV doesn't cause AIDS must learn
(PCR).
to live with the fact that people who
This test is fairly new and can believe them, and don't take the necshow the presence of HIV as early essary steps prevent the contraction
as two weeks after initial infection. of HIV will, in most cases, eventuIn our society of "sue happy" indi- ally die of. complications due to
viduals, physicians must be very AIDS. Don't let yourselfbe one of
careful not to incorrectly diagnose them!
someone with a disease or virus that
in almost all cases eventually leads
For more information on HIV
to death.
and AIDS, feel free to contact the
This article concludes with sev- following:
eral important points. I firmly beCDC National AIDS Ho([ine 1lieve that science should be con- 800-342-2437
stantly questioned. It is often what
The NSU Wellness Center 262we now believe to be scientific fact 6401 or 'Type "AIDS" or "HIV" on
was discovered well before its_time any search engine on the World
and was ignored for many years. ·
Wide Web.
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At MBNA Marketing Systems, we owe our success to our people. With
one of the most successful telephone sales operations in the financial
services industry, we've helped our parent company, MBNA America,
become the world's second-largest lender through bank credit cards.
We are seeking highly motivated, Customer-driven individuals
·to work in our new Boca Raton location as Inward Telesales
Representatives or Outward AccounrRepresentatives.

If you possess strong communication skills, a positive attituqe, and
a desire to work for a world-class company, we'd like to meet you.
MBNA rewards commitment to excellence with:
• FULL- AND PART-TIME OPPORTUNITIES .
Inward Telesales Representatives
Choose from full-time schedules that include some evening and
·weekend hours. Afternoon and evening schedules are available.
A college degree is preferred. Bilingual skills are a plus.
Outward Account Representatives
Choose from three part-time shifts: Monday through Thursday,
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.; 5 to 10 p.m.; or 6 to 11 p.m., or three weeknights
plus Saturday, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

• GREAT BENEFITS
• COMPETITIVE SALARIES
• BONUSES AND INCENTIVES
• PAID VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS
•,

Call today to schedule.an interview!

1-800-883-5162

A1BN"6
MARKETING
S Y S T E M s·

·MBNA Marketing Systems
1501 Yamato Road
Boca Raton, FL 33431

MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc..• is an Equal Employment Opponunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
©1997 MBNA America Bank, NA

CLAD 1-397-97
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Protect Your Fertility and Your Future
men, are often present without noticeable symptoms. Chlamydia is
The American Social Health As- symptomless in 85 percent of cases
sociation emphasizes that sexually in women and 40 percent of cas~
active young people must protect mmen.
ASHA encourages people who
themselves against sexually transhave
sex to use condoms consismitted diseases and be routinely
tested for these infections to help tently and correctly as the best proensure their fertility later in life. tection against STDs, and to get
ASHA is sponsoring National STD
Awareness Month in April with the
theme, "Protect Your Fertility 1and
.
Your Future." ,
At least fifteen percent of all infertility cases in American women
are caused by pelvic inflammatory
disease (PID), a complication of untreated STDs, according to the Institute.of medicine's recent report,
"The Hidden Epidemic." PID occurs when an infection in
the gnital tract - usually chlamydia
or gon.orrhea, which rank first and regularly tested for STDs even if no
second among the most commonly symptoms are present.· Reliable test
reported infections - spreads from are available for both chlamydia and
the cervix up into the uterus, fallo- gonorrhea, and both can be cured
with antibiotics if they are detected.
pian tubes, and ovaries.
Chlamydia and gonorrhea were
The infection can cause scarring
in the ·fallopian tubes, making it the most commonly reported infecdiffucul or impossible for a woman tions of any kind in 1995 (the latest
to become pregnant. PIDS can also year for which figures are availcause ·chronic pain and ectopic, or able), according to the centers for
tubal, pregnancies, in which the Disease Control and Prevention.
While 477,638 gonorrhea cases
mother's life is threatened and the
were reported that year, the CDC esfetus cannot develop.
Chlamydia and gonorrhea, timates the actual number of new
which _can also cause sterility in infections at 4 million cases of

· Press Release

chlamydia and 800,000 cases of
gonorrhea annually.
Young people are especially
high risk for STDs, with two-thirds
of the 12 million new STD infections each year occurring in people
under 25. Teen and young adults
who have unprotected sex may contract a disease that can impair their
fertility later in
life.
The
report urges
systemized,
publicly funded
screening for
STDs so these
infections can
be treated be~
fore they cause
permanent ruµnage or are transmitted to partners.
·
The report also advocates comprehensive STD prevention programs in public schools.
Founded in 1914, ASHA is
dedicated to stopping STDs.
It operates the National AIDS
_ Hotline (800) 342-2437, National
STD Hotline (800) 227-8922, National Herpes Hotline (919) 3618488 and other programs related to
STD prevention.
Along with information about
STDs, these hotlines provide referrals to local clinics for free testing.
J

-rr.t

-~fg£~~i·"
Market Research
Position open for person
experienced in quantitative
analysis, analysis of research study
results, statistical tab packages,
and report writing. Work for a company
that is the leader in qual.itative media
research; we are a friendly, informal
company in S. Florida .
with great benefits and a
competitive salary structure.
Send a resume' of experience
and salary range to:

M & PManager

P.O. Box 9549
Coral Springs, FL 33075

The Student Communication

To place a
Classified Hd in
The Knight:

Organization
needs students interested in
- advertising and public

Send an ad (no larger than
this box) along with a check .
for $17.00 (made out to Nova
Southeastern University) to :
The Knight Newspaper
3301 College Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33314
or
Stop by the
Rosenthal Building Room 208.

relations.
NO experience is necessary

1

Call (954) 262-8456
today for an application or
stop by
Rosenthal room 208
Application deadline is
~

April 2, 1997.
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Baseball Comebacks
by Kristen Phass

Sports Editor
The five thousand dollar question for this issue's readers is ... What
is six feet tall, native to Florida, and
has a current batting average of .309?
Give up? Well, folks, it's not a what,
but a who, and I w~s just kidding
about the five thousand dollars. The
answer is: freshman sensation,
Charlie Vaughn.
March 12 gave Vaughn an opportunity to show the opposition what
he was capable of. The Nova
Knights baseball squad now holds a
record of 15-8 after a win against
Montclair State University that
Wednesday afternoon.
The Knights trailed 7-3 until
·Raul Decastro set the pace with a
walk. A walk to Shaugn Nichols
eventually loaded the bases and
brought Mickey Cuadro to bat.
Cuadro brought Decastro home

.

50PHOt,t0

while keeping the bases loaded.
Consecutive walks to Charles
Cerrato and Brian Gerity doubled the
Knights score of 3, leading to what
would be Charlie Vaughn's hit of the
day. Vaughn approached the plate
in the bottom of the eighth inning
ready to perform, and that is just
what he did. Sending the ball soaring into left field, Vaughn brought
Cerrato and Mark Groenveld home
increasing the score to ·s-7 ... Nova.
Also contributing to the Knights'
victory was John Hassel. In the
ninth inning, Hassel, struck out three
of Montclair's four final batters.
Speaking of baseball comebacks
on a professional level. .. Has anyone
checked out the Florida Marlins'
spring record? If you haven't, you
should! Spring training, while gen. erally unimportant, does provide encouragement for fans and players
alike, and sets the stage for the season to come.

Last year, the Marlins started off
losing their first ten games in spring
training. That's not a very positive
way to get the proverbial "ball rolling," if you ask me (no pun intended). Presently, the Marlins are
11-0 with victories over the New
York Mets (5-4) and the Cleveland
Indians (4-1). Not to mention that
with one:..third of the spring schedule at a close, season tickets are selling like never before, already ex-.
ceeding last year's $12,500.
As for Wayne Huizenga, he certainly knows how to make the most
lucrative decisions pay off, doesn't
he? First, it was bunch of video
·stores, and now, $95 million dollars
later, Huizenga's off-:season invest- .
ments include a new manager, Jim
. Leyland, who is ready to bring the
new team and coaching staff together
.for a winning season. _
Now I ask you: What do Bobby
Bonilla, Alex Fernandez, Moises

BASEBALL

Alou, Jim Eisenreich, John
Cangelosi, and Dennis Cook have in
common? Well ... they are the six
free agents new to the Florida Marlins, and the other half of Wayne
Huizenga's investment. With the
balance of the long time veterans,
new established players, and rookies in sync, this season looks to bring
exciting and prosperous results to the
Florida Marlins baseball team.
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WE ·ARENOWlOOKING FOR INTERNS
IN THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

TECH. ENGINEER. & PROGRAM DIRECTOR

AffENTION ALL
SOPHOMORES!

· LEARN THE FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO ENGINEERING OR PROGRAM DIRECTION HI

Exercise your CAREER options!
For MAXIMUM Career Fitness:

AFTER COMPLETING THE PROGRAM
YOU CAN APPLY FOR A PAID POSITION .·
IFJNTERESTED GIVE,,US A CALL AT

475-7419

Don't miss the
Career Resource Center's
......,,,,
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Profanity Policy Change Welcome
by Nathan Burgess

Editor in Chief
A few months ago, the issue of
printing profanity in The Knight was
brought up. The Knight, is distributed to on-campus locations, as well
as off. Especially since the opening
of The Flight Deck, students from
the University School have been
more present on the main campus,
and The Knight felt a responsibility
to limit a minor's access to profanity.
The solution arrived at was: Put
any profane material on the World
Wide Web, at a site outside of the
NSU systems, with a disclaimer that
the material may be offensive, and
leave it at that.
This seemed, on paper, to be an
ideal solution.
There was one roblem how-

ever. No one liked it.
No one on staff liked the solution, and a few members of the community voiced their opinions. I pers o n a 11 y
thought it
was a little
too much
trouble to
read the ma. terials to
have to load
up
a
brow ser.
Also, we 're
at this institution
to
learn, not
just from the
classroom,
but from other people as well.
So instead, The Knight has decided to use the method em lo ed

tional Stud
~: 111 paign Agai~~t

rt u n g e _r
H. o

a n

meIe s s ne s

ci
s

by other news agencies in some parts
of the country. Henceforth we will
print the first letter(s) of a 'profane'
word, and then hyphenate every fol-

SCO Radio Counterpart, to decide
which words to hyphenate.
We decided on this as an ideal
method for reasons similar to those
of the Web solution. Those who can
figure out the word from one letter
and a series·ofhyphens are worldly
enough to know what the word is.
Those who are still innocent and
naive (for example, the children who
wander with adults, over from the
lower school and preschool to the
Rosenthal Building), will not know
what the word is.
If they so desire, the children can
inquire of the adult what the word is
and what it means. This solution should provide
enough room for eloquent word surgeons, for the pen is mightier than
lowing letter. To start witll, we shall the sword, while providing a cushbe using the list of the "Seven Deadly ion for those worried about their chilWords" em lo ed b WNSU, our dren to fall back on.

S-tu ent
-·Communications
Organization

from page 6

world". Students learn how to run a
newspaper, a radio station, and of
course-a business.

APRIL 7-12, 1997
April 7-12

Aprit ·12

Food Drive to Benefit
Daily Bread Food Bank
' Bring Canned I Boxed Food to Build a
Can Structure in the Parker Lobby

Hunger Clean-Up
J
WorkTo Eliminate Hunger and
Homelessness
Lippman Family Center or
Snyder Park

BE PART OF AN EVENT YOU'LL REMEMBER FOR THE
REST OF YOUR LIFE!
ONE DAY CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
Contact via email gayc, pennam or score for more information.

All of the paid positions in the three
departments of the SCO are open for
the Fall semester of 1997. If you are
interested in becoming part of the
family, stop by and pick up an application (Rosenthal 208). We look ·
forward to seeing a group of bold and
enterprising students!
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